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reap the benefits of the resulting craze
for ephemeral images on users' mobile
phones. It started with the Facebook
acquisition of Instagram in 2012. The
deal gave Facebook the dominant role
in photo sharing on smartphones, and
is widely seen as the beginning of
Facebook's bid to own the next big
thing, the way it owns the mouse.
Now, consumers are uploading more
Instagram-like photos to other social
media networks such as Snapchat.
Instagram itself is counting on its
popularity and continuing user growth
as it battles with Facebook's parent
company, which itself is suffering from
sinking user growth. Snap's success
comes after years of Facebook's
struggles to diversify from its core ads
business. On Saturday, the News Corp
unit said that on average, two out of
every five photos sent on Snapchat
were created with its âAscensionâ
service. It claims to have 750 million
users around the world.
âAscensionâ is a phone app that
creates a rotating picture, which is
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uploaded within the frame to the
user's Snapchat account. Users can
then open their camera and try to
catch a glimpse of the picture.
âSnapchat is where people send me
the coolest pictures. And Ascension
allows you to send me the coolest
pictures. Itâs the best of both
worlds,â said Evan Spiegel, the cofounder and chief executive of
Snapchat. By comparison, the
reported average number of photos
posted on Snapchat per user last
month was under 10, though
Facebook said user activity on its
photo service was up 30 percent over
the past six months. Analysts said
Facebook was likely to have
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